Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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In re KIMBALL Estate
STATE OF MICHIGAN COURT OF APPEALS

BASEBALL STATS:
The last article done on July 9, 2014 spoke of the American League All Star lineup and where
the starting lineup, exclusive of pitchers, stood in relation to how those players were drafted.
Out of the eight starting All Stars in the National League; the lineup is composed of three first
round choices, three undrafted players and a fourth and eighth rounder:
Yadier Molina, 2000 – 4th round
1st Base – Paul Goldschmidt, 2009 – 8th round
2nd Base – Chase Utley, 2000 – 1st round; 15th pick
Shortstop – Troy Tulowitzki, 2005 – 1st round, 7th pick
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STATE OF MICHIGAN COURT OF APPEALS Case
–continued–
3rd Base – Aramis Ramirez – Undrafted
Outfield – Andrew McCutchen, 2005 – 1st round, 11th pick
Outfield – Carlos Gomez – Undrafted
Outfield – Yasiel Puig – Undrafted
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Petition for Instructions
Summary Disposition – Court’s Decision on Facts
Fiduciary Duties – Marshaling of Assets

In this matter, Appellee/Respondent was a Successor Personal Representative.
Appellant/Petitioner was a beneficiary. Petitioner alleged breach of fiduciary relationship in three
(3) regards, all dealing with the failure to marshal assets; the first a failure to pursue a surcharge
action against a predecessor, the second was failure to marshal a bank account and the third
failure to marshal a condominium.
The Petitioner was summaried out with the Lower Court’s finding that there was no genuine
issue of material fact. Petitioner appealed and the Court of Appeals reversed finding genuine
issues of material fact, and stating that the Lower Court made factual decisions.
The Court of Appeals gave a good definition of judging whether there was a genuine issue of
material fact in a light viewed most favorable to the non-moving party.
The court then cited statutory definitions of the duties of a fiduciary, inter alia MCL 700.1505 on
marshaling.
The Court of Appeals ruled that it was a genuine issue of material fact whether the cost of
surcharging the previous fiduciary was worth the candle.
The court determined that the Ford account was an instance where the court made a decision, as
a matter of fact to grant summary disposition.
Regarding the condominium the court said that it was a genuine issue of fact as to what the
fiduciary knew, and when he knew it, to see if he breached his fiduciary duty.
It occurs to this writer that the same result could have been achieved in the Lower Court by
ordering an immediate trial on the issues, pursuant to MCR 2.116 (I). It is not known from the
Court of Appeals’ Decision whether a jury trial was demanded.
If fiduciary had any questions, certainly a Petition for Instruction on these three (3) issues would
have alleviated liability because the court would have granted, or not granted, the Petition for
Instructions based on a factual hearing in which no liability would attach.
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